The entire conference takes place on the 2nd floor. There will be 2 exhibit areas: the main hallways and Room 12. Both will be heavily promoted and should receive significant traffic. We expect close to 1,000 people onsite per day.

Detailed exhibitor information will be available to attendees in the conference program and at www.autismnj.org. Special advertising add-ons for exhibitors are available.

No other representatives or guests are permitted on the 2nd floor unless they are registered. A second registration is included only with the purchase of an additional table.

**Exhibit Hours**
- 8:00am to 4:00pm, October 17, and 8:00 am to 2:00pm, October 18
- Set-up Hours: 2:00pm to 6:00pm on Wednesday and 7:00am to 8:00am on Thursday
- Unload at the loading dock, and AEX Services will be available for complementary assistance loading in and out.

**Exhibitor Terms**
Autism New Jersey reserves the right to determine eligibility of any organization as an exhibitor. Applications will be reviewed and the representative will be contacted within 10 business days of receipt.

- Consistent with Autism New Jersey’s Position Statement on Treatment Recommendations (available at www.autismnj.org/understanding-autism/treatment/), the agency will not accept exhibitors who promote interventions which research suggests are harmful or ineffective for individuals with autism. Autism New Jersey may decline an application for any reason, including but not limited to the appearance of impropriety.
- The signature on the application indicates that the exhibitor neither provides nor will promote the treatments listed on our website (including, but not limited to, promotional materials, videos, and communication of any kind).
- Autism New Jersey will provide one 6’ draped table and chair in an approximately 6’ x 8’ space. Displays and solicitations may not exceed this space. Subletting or sharing exhibit space is not permitted.
- Although there is no guaranteed access, free WiFi should be available in both exhibit areas.
- **Electricity and wired internet connections are only available through purchase from Harrah’s.** Contact Stephanie Flamini at sflamini@autismnj.org or 609.588.8200 x10016 for assistance.
- Exhibitors interested in distributing information to recruit participants for research studies may not do so without prior approval. To seek approval, please contact Stephanie.
- Dates will be made available for boxes to be shipped to Harrahs’ business center or to AEX Services. Contact AEX Services at 609.272.1600 or orders@aexservices.com to request a material handling form.
- Exhibitors assume full responsibility for their property. Neither Autism New Jersey nor Harrah’s maintain insurance coverage or are otherwise liable for any injury, damage, loss, theft, or destruction.
- Autism New Jersey reserves the right to restrict exhibits which become objectionable (due to noise, method of operations, materials, or any other reason) and evict any exhibit which, in the opinion of Autism New Jersey, may detract from the general character of the conference. In these events, Autism New Jersey is not liable for any refund or other exhibit expenses.
- Refunds will only be provided for cancellations received in writing by September 1.